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ABSTRACT: Performance degradation of lithium/sodium-ion capacitors
(LICs/SICs) mainly originates from anode pulverization, particularly the alloying
and conversion types, and has spurred research for alternatives with an insertion
mechanism. Three-dimensional (3D) topotactic host materials remain much
unexplored compared to two-dimensional (2D) ones (graphite, etc.). Herein,
vanadium monophosphide (VP) is designed as a 3D topotactic host anode. Ex
situ electrochemical characterizations reveal that there are no phase changes
during (de)intercalation, which follows the topotactic intercalation mechanism.
Computational simulations also confirm the metallic feature and topotactic
structure of VP with a spacious interstitial position for the accommodation of
guest species. To boost the electrochemical performance, carbon nano-onions
(CNOs) are coupled with 3D VP. Superior specific capacity and rate capability of
VP-CNOs vs lithium/sodium can be delivered due to the fast ion diffusion
nature. An exceptional capacity retention of above 86% is maintained after 20 000 cycles, benefitting from the topotactic
intercalation process. The optimized LICs/SICs exhibit high energy/power densities and an ultrastable lifespan of 20 000 cycles,
which outperform most of the state-of-the-art LICs and SICs, demonstrating the potential of VP-CNOs as insertion anodes. This
exploration would draw attention with regard to insertion anodes with 3D topotactic host topology and provide new insights into
anode selection for LICs/SICs.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) with nearly 30 years of progress
have reached the bottleneck of technology; a prerequisite for
the future sustainable development is to explore alternatives for
next-generation energy storage devices either from device
configuration or a new material system.1 LICs represent a
rising category of electrical energy storage devices, which have
great potential to become a primary supply because of the
theoretical high energy/power densities. Therefore, LICs are
widely applied in many fields, such as electric vehicles, electric
tools, and even grid-scale energy storage applications. SICs are
naturally stimulated due to the similar electrochemical features
to lithium, such as lower costs, and, more importantly, the
supply crisis of lithium sources in the near future. Accordingly,
LICs and SICs have attracted widespread research interest.2,3

Generally, LICs and SICs follow the same configuration, in
which lithium or sodium ions (de)intercalate at the anode and
anions adsorb/desorb electrostatically at the cathode. As a
result, the anode with sluggish reaction kinetics compared with
the cathode is one of the limitations of LICs and SICs.4

The anodes based on mechanisms of alloying and
conversion usually suffer from poor cyclic life owing to the
electrode material pulverization derived from the phase-
change-induced huge volume variation during the charge/
discharge process, resulting in the degradation of LICs and
SICs (Figure S1a).5,6 On the one hand, extensive efforts have
been made to address the pulverization issue by minimizing
the particle size of active materials and buffering volume
changes with soft carbonaceous layers.7−9 On the other hand,
except for the alloying and conversion types, the insertion-type
materials show intrinsic promise, where the intercalation can
take place at interstitial gaps of the structure without
substantial lattice changes, leading to excellent structural
stability during the charge/discharge process (Figure S1b).10
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For instance, Li4Ti5O12 is one of the representative anodes,
which holds a well-preserved three-dimensional (3D) frame-
work of [LiTi5]

16d[O12]
32e for lithium ion intercalation

reversibly (Li4Ti5O12 + 3Li+ + 3e− ↔ Li7Ti5O12, ∼1.55 V vs
Li+/Li, 175 mAh g−1),11 leading to superior cyclic stability.12

Meanwhile, sodium titanate-based oxides are also insertion-
type for sodium ion storage, such as Na2Ti7O15,

13,14

Na2Ti3O7,
15 Na2Ti6O13,

16 Na2Ti2O5−x , and so on
(Na2TinO2n+1 + xNa+ + xe− ↔ Na2+xTinO2n+1, ∼1.5 V vs
Na+/Na, <300 mAh g−1).2,17−19 Unfortunately, very limited
capacity along with a relatively high reaction potential of these
insertion anodes significantly scarifies the energy density of the
device. In addition, even though lithium ions can intercalate
into the dominating insertion anode, graphite in commercial
LIBs, low intercalation potential gives rise to the safety
concern, especially at high power output conditions of LICs.
Furthermore, it is inactive for sodium ions due to the
mismatched chemical potentials between sodium ions and
sodium metal in graphitic layers.20 Therefore, the exploration
of anode based on the insertion mechanism with a suitable
potential level as well as a high specific capacity is still a
challenge.
Topotactic host materials possess a spacial host matrix that

contains sufficiently unoccupied lattice sites, in which the
insertion reaction can take place by synchronously uptaking
ions and electrons, and at the same time, the original host
lattices can be well secured.21 The topotactic host materials
can be categorized by structural dimensionalities (one (1D),
two (2D), and three dimensional (3D)), one of the most well
known is graphite (2D), which has already been the
dominating anode in commercial LIBs for years.22 3D
topotactic host materials that are supposed to have isotropous
intercalation may significantly improve the efficiency of the
bulk solid-state reaction (Li+/Na+ diffuse into solid electrode)
and finally the charge/discharge process; however, the realm of
3D topotactic host materials remains largely undiscovered.
Herein, vanadium monophosphide (VP) was synthesized

and explored as a 3D topotactic host anode for lithium and
sodium ion storage, inspired by the first topotactic
intercalation reaction of the MnP4 phase.23Ex situ electro-
chemical characterizations reveal that there are no phase
changes during charge/discharge reactions vs lithium and
sodium, which follows the topotactic intercalation mechanism.
Computational simulations also confirm the metallic and
topotactic features of VP with a spacious interstitial position
for the accommodation of guest species. The electrochemical
behaviors regarding lithium and sodium were evaluated
systemically. To boost the electrochemical performance of
pristine VP, carbon nano-onions (CNOs) were coupled with
VP. Specific capacities of VP-CNOs vs lithium and sodium are
330 and 140 mAh g−1 at a current density of 2 A g−1,
respectively. Meanwhile, the high ratios of the surface
capacitive contribution and the fast ion diffusion nature can
be delivered, ensuring a good rate capability. More
importantly, an exceptional capacity retention of above 86%
is retained after an ultralong lifespan of 20 000 cycles at a
current density of at least 2 A g−1, for both lithium and sodium
storage, benefitting from the topotactic intercalation reaction.
The assembled LICs and SICs exhibit high energy/power
densities, particularly the ultrastable lifespan of 20 000 cycles at
a high current density, which outperforms most state-of-the-art
LICs and SICs and demonstrates the potential of VP-CNOs as
the insertion anode. This exploration of VP would draw

attention with regard to insertion anodes with the 3D
topotactic host topology and provide new insights into
anode selection for LICs and SICs.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural Characterizations. VP and VP-CNOs were

synthesized through solid-state sintering followed by a high-
energy ball milling process (Figure S1c). The obtained X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns of VP (Figure 1a) are well indexed

into the hexagonal symmetry (space group, P63/mmc; JCPDS
No. 038-0943). The XRD pattern is refined by the Rietveld
method (Figure S2). The VP structure can be seen as a 3D
arrangement of edge-shared V6P triangular prisms, P atoms
occupying alternating interstitial sites of triangular prisms with
vertice-connected V3P inside. The vacant crystallographic
positions are ready to accept the guest species to form a
dense matrix. The calculated density of state (DOS) of VP
demonstrates the intrinsically metallic feature, as shown in
Figure 1b, in which V 3d orbitals are contributed dominantly
to the Fermi level. Figures 1c−g and S3 exhibit the observed
morphology of VP-CNOs and VP, respectively. VP and VP-
CNO particles are distributed ranging from dozens to several
hundred nanometers due to the mechanical crushing during
the ball milling process (Figure 1c,d). The transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) image shows the composite
structure in detail (Figure 1e), in which CNOs with a size
around 5 nm (white circle area) are randomly embedded
among the VP nanoparticles. This close structure is favorable
for electron transport throughout the entire composite. The
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (Figure 1e,
inset) exhibits a polycrystalline nature of VP with the
diffraction rings of (201), (112), (110), (100), (101), and
(102). Meanwhile, the diffraction ring of (002) belonging to
CNOs is also identified. A lattice fringe with an interplanar
spacing of 0.206 nm corresponding to the (102) plane of the
hexagonal VP phase is shown in Figure 1f, which is consistent
with the XRD result. Furthermore, we can observe the lattice
fringe with an interplanar spacing of 0.34 nm, which

Figure 1. Morphology and structural characterizations. (a) XRD
patterns of VP and VP-CNOs. (b) Calculated total and partial DOSs
of VP; the inset shows the structure of VP, with purple and red balls
indicating P and V atoms, respectively. (c) SEM image of VP-CNOs.
(d, e) TEM images of VP-CNOs and the corresponding SAED
pattern (inset). (f) HRTEM image and (g−j) EDX mapping images
of VP-CNOs.
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corresponds to the (002) plane of CNOs. In addition, the
elemental mapping images indicate the colocalization of V and
P in VP-CNOs and the local distribution of C in the
composite, together with the homogeneous distribution of
elements V and P in VP without impurities (Figure S3h−k),
and Raman spectra (Figure S4) confirm the phase purity of VP
and VP-CNO composites.
Lithiation/Delithiation Performance and Mechanism.

The electrochemical behaviors of VP and VP-CNOs vs Li+/Li
are evaluated in half-cells, first. Figure 2a shows the cyclic
voltammetry (CV) profiles of VP-CNOs at various scan rates
from 0.1 to 1.0 mV s−1, exhibiting a similar shape with
increasing scan rates. Slight reaction peaks can be located at
0.8−1.2 V vs Li+/Li. The initial five galvanostatic charge/
discharge curves of VP-CNOs demonstrate good reaction
reversibility, except the normally observed side reactions (solid
electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation) in the first cycle. No
obvious plateau is observed, consistent with the CV profiles
(Figure 2b). The same CV and galvanostatic charge/discharge
behaviors of VP are observed (Figure S5a,b). Figure 2c exhibits
the rate performance of VP and VP-CNOs. After 10 cycles of
activation at 0.05 A g−1, the specific capacities of VP and VP-
CNOs are found to be 389 and 619 mAh g−1 respectively;
when the current density increases up to 5 A g−1, the specific
capacities can reach at 69 and 216 mAh g−1, respectively. The
specific capacities of 300 and 600 mAh g−1 are maintained
when the current density is reset to 0.05 A g−1, verifying
excellent reversibility. The average specific capacities of the
introduced CNOs are 189 and 7 mAh g−1 at 0.05 and 5 A g−1,
respectively (Figure S5c). Besides the capacity contribution at
the low current density, the contribution of CNOs also gives
rise to the improvement of the electrical conductivity of VP
itself, leading to the enhanced rate performance of the
composite. The electrochemical kinetics of these two samples
is examined as well. On the one hand, the calculated b values
according to the power law equation (I = avb) for VP and VP-
CNOs are 0.68 and 0.71 (Figure 2d).24−26 Normally, if the b
value is 0.5, the reaction kinetics is controlled by solid-state

diffusion, whereas a value of 1 suggests the surface-controlled
kinetics. If it is between 0.5 and 1, the kinetics should be
affected by other factors, such as active material resistance, SEI
resistance, and diffusion effects. The calculated b value for bare
VP is 0.68, which is close to 0.5. This improvement may be
attributed to the metallic nature and nanostructure of VP,
which reduce the intercalation resistance and diffusion length.
The further increased b value of VP-CNOs (0.71) is attributed
to the introduction of CNOs, which improves the electronic
conductivity. In addition, for the topotactic structure feature of
VP and CV profiles, the electron storage is completed through
lithium ion intercalation into the interstitial structure of bulk
VP. As a result, we claim that the lithiation/delithiation of VP
is a solid-state diffusion-controlled process. On the other hand,
the entire capacity contribution is quantified according to the
equation

= +i k v k v1 2
1/2

where k1 and k2 are determined by the CV profiles.27,28 As can
be seen, the calculated diffusion contribution of VP-CNOs is
about 64% at a very slow scan rate condition that can maximize
the diffusion contribution, indicating that the diffusion process
contributes the majority of the entire capacity. With the
increase of scan rate, VP-CNOs are not allowed to fully diffuse,
and the diffusion contribution decreases to 36.1%. In the
meantime, lithium ion intercalation takes place at the near-
surface region of VP-CNOs due to the limited diffusion time;
accordingly, the capacitive contribution increases up to 63.9%
at a scan rate of 1 mV s−1 (Figure 2e). This kind of surface
capacitive contribution occurs at the entire potential region
(Figure 2f); it is supposed that one reason is the surface
adsorption of lithium ion and another is the lithium ion
intercalation at near-surface regions. The average contribution
of VP-CNOs is higher by about ∼5% than that of bare VP at
various scan rates (Figure S5d). Therefore, based on the
quantification of capacity contribution, apart from the primary
solid-state diffusion control, some extent of surface-induced

Figure 2. Electrochemical performance vs Li+/Li. (a, b) CV curves and galvanostatic charge/discharge potential profiles of VP-CNOs, respectively.
(c, d) Rate performance and calculated b values of VP and VP-CNOs, respectively. (e) Contribution ratio of capacity at various scan rates of VP-
CNOs. (f) Capacitive contribution of CV curves at 0.6 mV s−1 of VP-CNOs. (g) Cyclic stability comparison of VP, CNOs, and VP-CNOs.
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capacitive contribution is accompanied as well. The cyclic
stability of VP, VP-CNOs, and CNOs is shown in Figure 2g.
The CNOs deliver a negligible but stable capacity as always.
Compared to those of VP and VP-CNOs, after the initial
degradation (the initial Coloumbic efficiency is 67%), pristine
VP exhibits an exceptional capacity retention of 90% at 5 A g−1

after 20 000 cycles. Notably, the capacity of VP-CNOs
increases gradually during the 20 000 cycles; we attribute this
gradual improvement to the following reasons: (1) interfacial
adsorption of lithium ions; from the TEM images (Figure
1e,f), it can be observed that some CNOs are embedded
among VP nanoparticles, and during the charge/discharge
process, more interfaces can be accessed gradually to store
more lithium ions; and (2) increased reactivity of VP-CNOs;
CNOs can significantly improve the electronic conductivity,
the decreased charge-transfer resistance (Rct) of VP-CNOs as
compared with that of VP indicates the reduced diffusion
barrier (Figure S5e), and, as a result, more VP will be activated
gradually during the charge/discharge process. The observed
results demonstrate the ultrastability of VP and VP-CNOs
during the electrochemical cycles.
VP and VP-CNOs exhibit superior rate performance,

particularly exceptional cyclic stability. To unveil the under-
lying mechanism of its lithiation/delithiation, ex situ XRD and
ex situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of VP are
performed, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a,b shows the ex situ

XRD patterns of VP during the initial first discharge/charge
process, at the point of open-circuit voltage (OCV); besides
the indexed VP phase, the Cu current collector can be also
indexed (red points). Characteristic peaks at around ∼23° are
associated with the preservative film during the test.28 Then, at
the points of 0.5 and 0.01 V during the discharge process, no
phase changes are observed in XRD patterns. It is worth noting
that the characteristic peak of (102) shifts slightly to a lower
angle, indicating the small lattice expansion of VP due to the
insertion of Li+. During the subsequent charge process, at the
voltage points of 1.5 and 3.0 V, the characteristic peak of (102)
shifts back to the original position, suggesting the reversible
insertion/extraction of Li+ into VP. Therefore, it can be
inferred that the insertion/extraction of Li+ into VP follows the
topotactic intercalation mechanism during the discharge/
charge process. Figure 3c−h displays the corresponding ex

situ TEM images at typical voltage points. The images of
pristine VP in Figure 3c,d at OCV indicate a lattice fringe with
an interplanar spacing of 0.206 nm corresponding to the (102)
plane of the hexagonal VP phase, consistent with TEM
observations (Figure 1f). At the voltage point of 0.01 V during
discharge (Figure 3e,f), a uniform SEI film covering the VP
particle can be observed, which agrees with the initial first
galvanostatic charge/discharge profile (Figure 2b). Meanwhile,
an enlarged interplanar spacing of 0.212 nm is revealed due to
the accommodation of Li+, confirming the structural
expansion. In the following charging process at 3.0 V, the
formed SEI film is stable and the interplanar spacing is
recovered. The ex situ TEM observations also support that
lithiation/delithiation undergoes a topotactic insertion/extrac-
tion in hexagonal VP, in which the spacious space and paths
allow for Li+ accommodation and transport without structural
deterioration during Li+ insertion/extraction.
In situ EIS technology is able to analyze the reaction kinetics

of VP at various voltage points. All of the obtained Nyquist
plots can be divided into two parts of a semicircle and a
straight line, corresponding to the equivalent series resistance
(Rs), impedance of the SEI film (Rsei), Rct, and Warburg
diffusion impedance (Zw) (Figure S6a−c).29 These parameters
are fitted by a typical equivalent circuit model, as shown in
Figure S6d. The calculated Rs (∼5 Ω) is stable during the
discharge/charge process, indicating the stable structure of VP.
The Rsei increases at the beginning voltage of 0.8 V during the
initial discharge process and inclines to be stable (110−120 Ω)
during the following charge process, suggesting the formation
of a stable SEI film during this voltage range. The Rct increases
steeply since the formation of the SEI film and decreases
gradually to a stable status. The Nyquist plot of VP after 200
cycles is also shown in Figure S5f; a much smaller Rct can be
obtained compared with that of the initial value. The three
parameters provide insights into the kinetics of the discharge/
charge process, wherein the gradually stable status also
confirms the stable structure of VP and the derived long
lifespan.

Sodiation/Desodiation Performance and Mechanism.
With respect to Na+ storage performance, the electrochemical
behaviors of VP and VP-CNOs vs Na+/Na are evaluated
subsequently. Figure 4a shows the CV profiles of VP-CNOs in
the voltage range of 0.01−3.0 V at various scan rates.
Compared with the CV profiles vs Li+/Li, a relatively low
voltage range of sodiation/desodiation is observed. The shape
of CV curves at a high scan rate is close to the one obtained at
a slow scan rate, suggesting an efficient electron and ion
transport. The difference in CV curves between pristine VP
and VP-CNOs is attributed by the contribution of CNOs
(Figure S7a), together with a small fraction of the entire
capacity at the low voltage range (Figure S7b). The initial five
galvanostatic charge/discharge curves at 50 mA g−1 also prove
the reversibility of sodiation/desodiation of VP and VP-CNOs
(Figures 4b and S7c), in which the first discharge process
induces irreversible reactions and formation of the SEI film.
The introduced CNOs improve the rate performance of VP-
CNOs; the specific capacities of VP and VP-CNOs at 50 mA
g−1 are 209 and 309 mAh g−1, and when the current density
increases to 2 A g−1, the corresponding specific capacities can
reach 44 and 141 mAh g−1, respectively. Herein, the specific
capacity of pristine CNOs at 2 A g−1 is almost negligible
(Figure S7b), which means the improvement mainly comes
from the VP. The CNOs as highly conductive additives can

Figure 3. Lithiation/delithiation mechanism. (a) Initial charge/
discharge curves of VP. (b) Corresponding ex situ XRD patterns. (c−
h) Ex situ TEM images of VP obtained at typical voltages.
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effectively improve the electronic conductivity and decrease
the Rct of VP (Figure S7e), eventually improving the electron
and ion transport efficiency of VP-CNOs. In addition, the
interface adsorption between CNOs and VP nanoparticles
contributes to this superior rate capability as well. The
calculated b values are very close (0.83 and 0.84), indicating a
more surface-confined capacitive feature during the sodiation/
desodiation process (Figure 4d); the reason for this will be
further discussed in the simulation part. The significantly
enhanced capacitive contribution ratio can be obtained in
comparison with the lithiation/delithiation process (Figure
4e,f). Figure 4g exhibits the cyclic profiles of VP, VP-CNOs,
and bare CNOs. It is worth noting that the gradual degradation
of VP is found; we speculated that the structure of VP maybe
distorted gradually due to the larger radius of Na+ and full
sodiation/desodiation (the initial Coloumbic efficiency is
47%). However, the cyclic stability of VP-CNOs remains
excellent and the capacity retention is about 86% at a current
density of 2 A g−1 after 20 000 cycles, suggesting that the
introduced CNOs not only enhance the electron and ion
transport efficiency of VP but also buffer the structural
degradation of VP.
The mechanism of sodiation/desodiation of VP is explored

by ex situ XRD during the initial first discharge/charge process,
as shown in Figure 5a,b. As expected, the structural expansion/
recovery of VP is also identified. Ex situ TEM confirms the
formation of the SEI film; meanwhile, the lattice fringe with an
interplanar spacing of 0.274 nm enlarges up to 0.282 nm and
then recovers during sodiation/desodiation. Similarly, the
topotactic host structure of VP coupled with CNOs enables
the stable Na+ insertion/extraction, giving rise to the
exceptional cyclic stability. In situ EIS displays a similar trend
to lithiation/delithiation (Figure S8); however, the Rct is much
higher than that of lithiation/delithiation, which is attributed
to the larger radius of Na+ than that of Li+ for diffusion. The
eventually low and stable impedances contribute to the

stability of the entire electrode/electrolyte system (Figure
S7f). The calculated lithium/sodium ion diffusion coefficient
of VP (Figure S9) compared with those of some typical
anodes, including insertion, conversion, and alloying (Figure
5I,j) (references are cited in the Supporting Information),
exhibits a superior diffusion property. This comparison can
apparently demonstrate the advantage of this 3D topotactic
host structure for lithium/sodium ion transport and storage.
Additionally, due to the metallic nature of VP, the electro-

Figure 4. Electrochemical performance vs Na+/Na. (a, b) CV curves and galvanostatic charge/discharge potential profiles of VP-CNOs,
respectively. (c, d) Rate performance and calculated b values of VP and VP-CNOs, respectively. (e) Capacitive contribution of CV curves at 0.6 mV
s−1 of VP-CNOs. (f) Contribution ratio of capacity at various scan rates of VP-CNOs. (g) Cyclic stability comparison of VP, CNOs, and VP-
CNOs.

Figure 5. Sodiation/desodiation mechanism. (a) Initial charge/
discharge curves of VP. (b) Corresponding ex situ XRD patterns. (c−
h) Ex situ TEM images of VP obtained at typical voltages. (i, j)
Calculated lithium/sodium ion diffusion coefficient in comparison
with literature works.
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chemical performance of VP-CNOs at low temperatures (0
°C) is evaluated (Figure S10). The results demonstrate the
potential application of VP-CNOs, particularly at low temper-
atures.
Mechanism Modeling by Density Functional Theory

(DFT) Calculations. To provide further insights into the
intrinsic structure evolution of lithiation/delithiation and
sodiation/desodiation behaviors, reversible Li+ or Na+ uptake
of VP is performed by the start-of-the-art structure search for
the VP and Li/Na system using the particle swarm
optimization algorithm within DFT. Figures 6a,b and S11

show the potential stoichiometries for VP and various Li/Na
atoms. During the intercalation process, Li+ or Na+ ions tend
to occupy the vacant sites in V6 triangular prisms; the
calculations reveal two candidates for both LixVP and NaxVP.
As expected, one of the possibilities for insertion is that one Li+

or Na+ locates at an empty site in triangular prisms following
the topotactic intercalation mechanism. The obtained lattice
parameters for NaVP are very close to those for the parent VP,
except a small increase in the a-axis, demonstrating the slight
lattice expansion due to the sodiation process, which agrees
well with that of ex situ XRD (Figure 5b). However, LiVP with
an intrinsically smaller Li ion radius shows the significant
structural difference in comparison with VP, which is not
consistent with the experimental observations at this stage
(Figure 3b). In this scenario, the Na−P interaction (a Na−P
bond distance of 2.147 Å) is found to be stronger relative to
that of Li−P with a bond distance of 2.337 Å, indicating that
the insertion of one Na+ ion is more favorable for the stable
intercalation of VP. More interestingly, further calculations
reveal that the empty triangular prisms of VP may
accommodate more Li+ or Na+ to form Li2VP or Na2VP, in
which Li2 pairs with shorter Li−Li bond distance (1.89 Å)
have less volume expansion, suggesting that the insertion of

two Li+ ions is more helpful for the structural stability of VP, as
compared with the insertion of one Li+ ion during lithiation,
whereas Na2VP with a longer Na−Na bond distance of 2.307
Å gives rise to a relatively larger lattice expansion in
comparison to the insertion of one Na+ ion during sodiation,
indicating the increasing possibility of structural degradation of
VP by the insertion of two Na+ ions. Therefore, the lithiation
of VP-CNOs may undergo an activation process due to the
improved electrochemical activity. Meanwhile, the calculated
Li2 pairs in Li2VP are much more readily inserted due to the
strong atomic attractions with a Li−P bond distance of 2.165 Å
(vs Na−P of 2.659 Å) and a Li−V bond distance of 2.463 Å (vs
Na−V of 2.860 Å), as compared with Na2 pairs in VP (the
lattice parameters and atomic positions of Li/NaVP and Li2/
Na2VP are listed in Table S1). Accordingly, Li2VP and NaVP
tend to present during the intercalation process. We speculate
that the insertion of one Na+ ion will lead to faster reaction
kinetics than that of two Li+ ions, eventually giving rise to the
more surface-controlled feature (Figures 2d and 4d). On the
other hand, for the subsequent deintercalation process, the
calculations of formation enthalpy show that Li2VP and NaVP
are not favorable relative to VP and Li/Na metal, which is
helpful for delithiation and desodiation of Li2VP and NaVP
back to parent VP without structural distortion during the
deintercalation process. Therefore, together with calculations
of the (de)intercalation process, Li2VP and NaVP can give rise
to the topotactic insertion in VP reversibly and stably (Figure
6c). The lattice effects may not be the only reason for Li+ or
Na+ diffusion and transport; the calculated electronic
structures of Li2VP and NaVP show their metallic nature
with dispersive energy bands across the Fermi Level (Figure
6d,e). The Fermi level (Ef) mainly contributed by V d orbitals
is not affected much by Li+ or Na+ intercalation. Nevertheless,
electron doping with Li+/Na+ intercalations does increase the
Ef by 1.04 (0.66) e per formula unit of Li2VP (NaVP),
maintaining the highly efficient electron transport during the
(de)intercalation process. Interestingly, the calculated DOS
indicates that Li+/Na+ intercalations are primarily contributed
to the range below −2 eV, decreasing the hybridizations
between V d and P p orbitals, which leads to the ultrastable
accommodation for Li+ and Na+ in VP. The Bader charge
analysis also supports the electronic preference of topotactic
VP with interestingly mixed valency (increased electron
transfer (1.40 e for two Li+ and 0.80 e for Na+) to neighboring
phosphorus atoms).

Performances of LICs and SICs. The performances of
LICs and SICs are further explored for their potential
applications. The operation voltage window and mass match
of the cathode to the anode are important parameters that have
significant effects on the energy/power densities as well as the
lifespan of LICs/SICs. Herein, VP-CNOs and activated carbon
(AC) are the anode and cathode, respectively. The assembled
LICs based on different cathode/anode ratios in the voltage
range of 0.5−3.8 V exhibit different energy densities, giving rise
to an optimized mass ratio of 3:1 (Figure S12a). Then, LICs
based on this mass ratio are measured in various voltage
windows (Figure S12b). The irreversible reaction of the
electrolyte occurs when the voltage was increased up to 4.2 V,
suggesting that the appropriate voltage limitation is 3.8 V in
our experimental condition. Therefore, LICs with optimized
parameters exhibit a good rate performance (Figure S9c), and
the initial Coloumbic efficiency can reach 88% due to the
prelithiation process. The corresponding energy/power

Figure 6. Mechanism calculated by DFT. (a) Obtained candidates of
Li2VP and NaVP from the structure search; purple and red balls are P
and V atoms, respectively, and green and yellow balls are Li and Na
atoms, respectively. (b) Calculated heat of formation relative to those
of VP and Li/Na atoms. (c) Schematic illustration of the topotactic
intercalation mechanism. (d, e) Calculated band structure and total/
partial DOSs of obtained NaVP and Li2VP.
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densities are shown in the Ragone plot (Figure 7a). The
maximum energy density is 126 Wh kg−1, while the power
density is 165 W kg−1. The maximum power density can reach
16.5 kW kg−1, while the energy density of 25 Wh kg−1 remains.
The obtained performance is superior to those of the recently
reported ones, such as VACNFs,30 PANi@CNF-10,31 Fe3O4@
MXene,32 AC//V2O3,

33 DCL//SnO/SnO2,
34 SnS2/RGO,

35 B-
TiO2−x/G aerogel,36 cZIF-8,37 MnO@C,38 and NiGa2O4.

39

The cycle life of LICs is exceptional as expected; the capacity
retention is above 90% after 20 000 ultralong cycles at the
current density of 0.1 A g−1, which surpasses those of the most
state-of-the-art LICs, demonstrating the great potential of the
VP-CNO anode for lithiation/delithiation (Figure 7b). With
respect to SICs, the same optimization is performed, as shown
in Figure S13. The optimized mass ratio is 3:1, and the voltage
window is 0.1−3.8 V. The initial Coloumbic efficiency can
reach 78% due to the presothiation process. The maximum
energy/power densities are 120 Wh kg−1@185 W kg−1 and
7400 W kg−1@26 Wh kg−1 (Figure 7c), outperforming those
of previously reported ones, like Na2Ti3O7,

40 AC//MCM,41

TiO2//AC,
42 AC//SnS/rGO,43 PI/rGO-rGO,44 N-Ti3C2Tx,

45

CoSe2@VG,46 TiS2@Cpvp,47 C@FeP,48 and Q-LT//rGO.49

The outstanding lifespan of SICs is about 86% after 20 000
cycles (Figure 7d), proving the great potential for the long
lifespan SICs simultaneously.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, VP was synthesized through high-energy ball
milling technology and explored as a 3D topotactic insertion
anode to circumvent the pulverization-induced degradation of
LICs/SICs. The electrochemical behaviors relating to lithium
and sodium were examined systemically. CNOs were also
introduced to improve comprehensive performances. Specific
capacities of the VP-CNO anode vs lithium and sodium are
330 and 140 mAh g−1 at a current density of 2 A g−1,
respectively. Meanwhile, high ratios of the surface capacitive
contribution and fast ion diffusion nature can be delivered,
ensuring good rate capability. More importantly, an excep-
tional capacity retention of above 86% can be maintained after
an ultralong lifespan of 20 000 cycles at a current density of
about 2 A g−1, for both lithium and sodium storage. Ex situ
electrochemical characterizations reveal that there are no phase

changes during (de)intercalation, which follows the topotactic
intercalation mechanism. Computational simulations also
confirm the metallic feature and topotactic structure of VP
with a spacious interstitial position for the accommodation of
guest species. Optimized LICs and SICs exhibit high energy/
power densities (max. 126 Wh kg−1 and 16.5 kW kg−1 vs
lithium, 120 Wh kg−1 and 7.4 kW kg−1 vs sodium) as well as an
ultrastable lifespan of 20 000 cycles, which outperform most of
the state-of-the-art LICs and SICs, demonstrating the potential
of VP-CNOs as an insertion anode. This exploration would
draw attention with regard to insertion anodes with a 3D
topotactic host structure and provide new insights into anode
selection for LICs and SICs.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Material Synthesis. First, commercial red phosphorus (99+%,

Alfa Aesar) and vanadium (99%, Alfa Aesar) powders were used as
raw materials for the synthesis process. Red phosphorus and
vanadium powders were mixed in a molar ratio of 3:2 homoge-
neously; then, the mixture was placed in a hardened stainless steel vial
with hardened steel balls and sealed in an Argon-filled glovebox. After
that, high-energy mechanical milling (HEMM) at a rotation rate of
300 rpm for 20 h at room temperature was performed. Second, the
mixture after HEMM was placed in a tube furnace, which was heated
to 800 °C rapidly at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 and kept for 5 min,
and then cooled to room temperature. Third, the mixture was placed
in a hardened stainless steel vial again and sealed in an Argon-filled
glovebox followed by HEMM at a rotation rate of 350 rpm for 10 h.
The mass ratio of the ball to the mixture was 20:1. Finally, the as-
prepared VP is ready for the following measurements. VP-CNOs
followed the same procedures as pristine VP. CNOs were added in
the third step, and the mass ratio of VP and CNOs was required to be
7:3. Finally, the VP-CNO sample can be obtained.

Material Characterizations. The structural characterizations of
the VP and VP-CNOs were carried out using an X-ray diffraction
system (Bruker D 8-focus X-ray powder diffraction) with Cu Kα (λ =
1.54059 Å) radiation. The morphology and microstructure were
observed using field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM,
JEOL JSM-7100F) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM,
Tecnai LaB6). The crystalline structure of the as-prepared sample was
determined using high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and selected area
electron diffraction (SAED).

Electrochemical Measurements. Half-cells and full cells were
assembled using coin cells (CR2025) in an Argon-filled glovebox. The
working electrodes were fabricated using 70 wt % active material (VP

Figure 7. LIC/SIC performance evaluation. (a, c) Ragone plots and (b, d) long-term cyclic measurements at a current density of 100 mA g−1 of
LICs/SICs compared with those in literature works.
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or VP-CNOs), 20 wt % carbon black, and 10 wt % poly(vinylidene
fluoride) (PVDF) in N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) to form a slurry.
Then, the slurry was coated onto a Cu foil current collector, followed
by drying at 80 °C in air for 15 h. Then, the dried Cu foil was cut into
disks with a diameter of 1.0 cm followed by pressing under a pressure
of 15 MPa. The typical mass loading of the active materials was 1.2−
1.5 mg cm−2. Then, the resultant disks were further dried at 120 °C in
vacuum for 12 h. The cathode was fabricated by mixing activated
carbon (AC) (80 wt %), carbon black (10 wt %), and PVDF binder
(10 wt %) with NMP and coating uniformly on carbon-coated Al foil.
For lithium-ion half-cells, lithium foil, polypropylence film (Celgard
2400), and a solution of 1.0 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate/diethyl
carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (1:1:1, v/v/v) were used as the
counter/reference electrodes, separator, and electrolyte, respectively.
For sodium-ion half-cells, sodium foil, glass fiber, and a solution of 1.0
M NaClO4 in a mixture of ethylene carbonate and diethyl carbonate
(1:1, v/v) with the addition of 5 vol % fluoroethylene carbonate
(FEC) additive were selected as the counter/reference electrodes,
separator, and electrolyte, respectively. In the full cell measurements
of LICs and SICs, the as-prepared AC electrode was used as the
cathode. The VP or VP-CNO anode was pretreated for one and a half
cycles at a current density of 50 mA g−1 in each half-cell. The
predischarged VP or VP-CNO anodes were disassembled and
reassembled with the AC cathode into the LIC and SIC full cells.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed at various scan rates within
a potential range of 0.01−3.0 V using an electrochemical workstation
(Ametek, Princeton Applied Research, Versa STAT 3). Electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was carried out using an
electrochemical workstation (Ametek, Princeton Applied Research,
Versa STAT 3) over a frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz.
Galvanostatic charge/discharge tests were performed at different
current rates using a multichannel battery testing system (Neware
BTS 4000) within a voltage range of 0.01−3.0 V. All potentials were
denoted vs Li+/Li for lithium ions and Na+/Na for sodium ions. The
cutoff potentials were set as 0.5−3.8 V vs Li+/Li and 0.1−3.8 V for the
LIC full cells and SIC full cells, respectively. All electrochemical
measurements were tested at room temperature. For the ex situ XRD
and TEM measurements, the electrodes at typical potentials were
collected by disassembling the half-cells in an Argon-filled glovebox,
rinsing with dimethyl carbonate (DMC) several times, and drying at
room temperature. The whole electrode including Cu current
collectors is sealed by a preservative film for ex situ XRD (Figure
S14). The energy density (E, Wh kg−1) and power density (P, W
kg−1) of the LIC and SIC full cells are calculated using the following
equations

= ×−C C C vspecific capacitance ( , F g ) 3600/ds
1

s

= Δ × ×−E E V
I
m

tenergy density ( , Wh kg )1

= Δ ×−P P E t V
I
m

power density ( , W kg ) /1

where I (A) is the constant current, C (mAh g−1) is the specific
capacity, dV (mV) is the cutoff potential, ΔV = (Vmax + Vmin)/2,
where Vmax and Vmin are the initial and final discharge potentials (V),
and m is the total mass of the active materials of the anode and
cathode.
Computational Methods. The structure search for Lix/NaxVP

was performed by the CALYPSO code with fixed cell parameters and
atomic positions of VP-P63/mmc.50,51 During the search process, Li
and Na atoms were randomly inserted into the interstitial voids of VP
to form Li/Na−VP compounds. All of the generated structures were
optimized using the DFT method, as implemented in the VASP
code.52 The electron−ion interactions were treated using projected
augmented wave (PAW) method, and the electron exchange−
correlation interactions were treated using the generalized gradient
approximation of the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) func-
tional.53−55 The PAW potentials with valence electrons of V, 2p6, 3d4,
4s1; P, 3s2, 3p3; Li, 1s2, 2s1; and Na, 2p6, 3s1 were used. To ensure

good convergence, the planewave cutoff energy was set as 600 eV and
the Monkhorst−Pack Brillouin zone was sampled with a spacing of 2π
× 0.03 Å−1.56 The heat of formation of obtained phases was calculated
relative to that of Li/Na and hexagonal VP.
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